When I did this assignment, I was back home in Rapid City, South Dakota. I looked on the geocaching website and found a number of different possible caches to look for and I picked out one titled “Tennis Anyone?” The coordinates given were N 44.05120 and W 103.13819 and the cache number was GCRYEP. The cache was not too hard to find. It was an old altoid mint box with a bunch of random stuff in it. Some of the things in it were a log with a pencil, a quarter, and a bullet shell. The box was hidden inside a knot of a big tree. The name of the cache gave away that it was located near tennis courts and its description told which ones. I went and parked my car in the tennis courts parking lot. From there I just followed my receiver by looking at the coordinates of the cache and trying to get as close as possible. The tree where I found the cache wasn’t far from the parking lot so I didn’t have to walk far at all.